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With this Text Chemistry Ebook you will have any guy at your feet. Click the 

button below to find out more. 

Text Chemistry PDF Book and Program (by Amy North)... "After teaching 

women to create and use text messages like this for the past 2 years, I’ve put 

together a complete guide for women on texting men.".  

  

  
  

Click here to download Text Chemistry 
PDF Book & Program by Amy North  
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The Text Chemistry PDF book includes hundreds of Attention Hooks to 

grab and hold his attention, so he can’t stop thinking about you when 

you’re not around. Putting his love and obsession for you into overdrive.  

  

  

Text Chemistry PDF program helped thousands of women around the 

world find and keep the men of their dreams just by using their cell phones.  

  

And it doesn’t even matter if you don’t look like Beyonce or Taylor Swift, if 

you aren’t as charming as Emma Watson, or if you’re in your 40’s, 50’s, or 

60’s. None of this matters because these text messages are based on the 

most advanced psychological science…  

  

Once you start using these text messages, his emotions, feelings, and 

desires will literally be out of his control -- he has to respond to you in a 

way that only a man can.  

  

And he’ll experience a deadly cocktail of addictive love and desire for you 

in a way that will make your heart melt like ice cream.  

  

By the way, Text Chemistry isn’t difficult to understand and apply… so you 

won’t be spending hours on end trying to figure out how to use this system. 

It’s so strangely easy to use that all you have to do is sit back, send the 

messages, and watch as a man’s mind, body, and soul reaches a point of 

complete obsession for you, forever and always.  

  

Here’s a short preview of what you’ll learn in the Text Chemistry Examples 

PDF by Amy North:  

  

Do men ignore your messages?  

  

Learn how you can use my crazily effective technique that will make him 

text you back instantly and always, no matter what.  
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You’ll learn about my patented “E-Glow Text”  

  

Once you send a man these words, you’ll prevent his mind from ever 

wandering too far away from you… his brain will be hardwired to love you 

and adore you no matter the hardships you will face. (pg. 30) Do you 

want your ex back?  

  

Use the Text Chemistry Examples PDF to instantly make him regret the 

breakup… and force him to fight for a second chance at love with you. You’ll 

be surprised at how quickly he becomes enamored by the thought of a 

second chance! (pg. 21)  

  

  
  

Do you feel like your relationship has become stale and boring?  

  

Use my “Game On” and “Supernova” text messages to fill his body with the 

kind of nervous excitement that he felt when he first saw you… and the best 

part about these texts? That feeling of excitement will NEVER leave his 

body too! (pg. 23)  

https://62b5bimb73q22vaekj53x4nvat.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=MOKSA
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Do you want to have the power to infuse your man’s mind...  

  

...with passionate thoughts about you whenever you want? Use the Text 

Chemistry text messages to incite the kind of ravenous desire that you only 

see in movies like 50 Shades of Grey… within no time, he’ll be staring 

deeply into your eyes, holding your hips close to his, and fantasizing about 

what he’s going to do to you...tonight. (pg. 25)  

  

I'll give you my simple ‘cheat sheet'...  

  

...that will give you the ability to analyze his text messages and interpret a 

man's true feelings to figure out what he REALLY means. You’ll never have 

to guess what he’s trying to say ever again.  

  

Are you worried that your boyfriend won’t ever propose to you?  

  

Use my “Crystal Ball” text messages to send subliminal messages that will 

cause him to crave marriage, family, and lifelong commitment. Don’t 

believe me? Then you clearly have never tried to send these powerful texts!  

  

Click here to download Text Chemistry 
PDF Book & Program by Amy North  

  

  

Not seeing him for a while?  

  

I’ll teach you how you can harness the Text Chemistry Examples PDF to 

make him feel a burst of excitement and lust, and he’ll be counting down 

the days until he gets to feel you in his arms again.  

  

https://62b5bimb73q22vaekj53x4nvat.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=MOKSA
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You'll learn when to send what I call "love potion" photos…  

  

...and no, I don't mean sexting him cute photos of you in your underwear! 

I'll give you a number of silly little images that you can send to make him 

feel even more lust towards you.  

  

Use my “Big Bang” text message to make his body tingle with desire for 

you…  

...to the point where he will be blowing up your phone just to hear the 

sound of your voice… and he’ll be making up silly excuses to see you as 

soon as he can! (pg. 31)  

  

You’ll learn a way to talk to a man on the phone…  

  

...that will make the hairs on the back of his head stand… he’ll be so eager to 

please you and do anything he has to just to put a smile on your face.  

  

And once you use messages like my “Shooting for The Stars” text…  

  

... he’ll be absolutely blind to every other woman in his life… so if you’re 

worried that he’ll leave you for another woman, or worse, cheat on you, 

then using text messages like this will create an environment of 

monogamous love…   

  

where every moment that he gets to spend with you will be his happiest, 

forever and always. (pg. 32)  

  

And so much more!  
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This doesn’t even begin to scratch the surface… I promise you, Text 

Chemistry PDF is a course like you’ve never seen before.   

  

I’ve only JUST released this incredible program but already I’ve been 

bombarded with jaw-dropping stories from women just like you… just hear 

what Maria Denison from Seattle has to say about my program…  

  

"Hi Amy, my name is Maria… and I came across some of your YouTube videos a 

few months ago and immediately became hooked…   

  

and since I’ve always had troubles with guys ignoring me through text, I 

decided to bite the bullet and try out your Text Chemistry program!"  

  

Well long story short... I began dating this incredibly cute guy who's also a 

doctor (full package, right??)... and things were going ok, but I felt like he was 

sometimes ignoring my text messages and growing distant…  

  

  
  

https://62b5bimb73q22vaekj53x4nvat.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=MOKSA
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...and he would always lamely reply with one word answers and stuff… but 

then, I started using some of your texts and….  

  

Omg… he suddenly wouldn’t stop texting me and calling me… he weirdly 

wanted to spend so much time with me… and he even took the time out of his 

busy day just to take me out for lunch! Like, no guy has ever done that for 

me...especially a guy that busy!!  

  

And ever since I started to use your text messages, I could just sense him 

becoming more and more interested in me…. And last night, he told me he 

LOVED me! I can’t believe it…  

  

I’m super happy Amy, thank you so, so much!  

  

 - Maria"  

  

I’ve added 3 incredible bonuses that I’m including for FREE when you 

download the Text Chemistry program today…  

  

Phone Game PDF  

  

The first bonus is my “Phone Game”PDF. Imagine this for a second… a man 

calls you, and the moment you say “hello”, the hairs on the back of his neck 

stand on end and he is immediately giving you his full and undivided 

attention. In fact, your voice will be like an addicting song that he can’t get 

enough of!  

  

In this e-Book, you will learn the science behind what men can’t resist 

when it comes to a woman’s voice… and how you can use this secret to 
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make him hang on your every word. Included in the Text Chemistry 

Examples PDF.  

  

  

Click here to download Text Chemistry 
PDF Book & Program by Amy North  

  

  

Why Men Leave PDF  

  

Ever wonder why some men leave perfectly good relationships? It’s not 

what you think and the answer might shock you.   

  

In this book, you’ll learn the real reasons why men pull away and how you 

can prevent it from happening to you.  

  

And once you learn these little psychological secrets, any man will feel an 

explosion of infatuation every single time he looks at you… and the thought 

of leaving you will be one of his worst nightmares.   

  

Included in the Text Chemistry PDF Book.  

  

Quality Men on Tinder PDF  

  

Tinder is FULL of highly sought after men that you’re simply not getting 

exposed to.   

  

In this e-book, I’ll teach you how to set up your profile so you attract only 

the hottest and most successful men in your area.   

  

https://62b5bimb73q22vaekj53x4nvat.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=MOKSA
https://62b5bimb73q22vaekj53x4nvat.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=MOKSA
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I’ll even teach you how you can make them crave you by using just 3 simple 

steps. Included in the Text Chemistry Examples PDF.  

  

The key to making a man stay in love is his attention.  
  

When you truly capture a man’s attention, he can’t stop thinking about 

you… That means when you’re with him, his mind is practically glued to 

you…When he looks at you, he will feel like he is bathing in warm sunlight.  

  

There are certain PSYCHOLOGICAL TRIGGERS which GRAB 

a man’s attention…  

  

For example… things like curiosity, cliffhangers, and incomplete 

information are tools that make a man crave to know more… These are the 

https://62b5bimb73q22vaekj53x4nvat.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=MOKSA
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same triggers Hollywood screenwriters use to draw an audience into their 

movies and force them to pay attention for hours at a time.  

  

You Can Use These Hooks to Capture A Man's Attention  
  

All of a sudden, he won’t be able to control his sudden urge to fantasize 

about you all day long. And he’ll find his own reasons to see you, hold you, 

and kiss you like you’ve never been kissed before.  

  

If you want to learn how to make any guy obsess over you with the push of 

a button, then the Text Chemistry Examples PDF is for you.   

  

I am going to reveal to you a secret kind of text message that every man is 

dying to hear... this text message will send chills up his spine and make him 

want to see you as quickly as he can.  

  

Watch that video and try using that special "Desire" text on any man... and 

watch as he begins texting you like crazy...  

  

He'll never ignore your text messages again... and he will begin to feel a 

deep, tingling sensation every single time he gets a message from you... as if 

he had gotten the sweetest Christmas present ever!  

  

It doesn't matter if you've just met him, if you're married to him, or if 

you're trying to get an ex back. None of that matters, because this "push 

button" method is so powerful, that he will feel an undying urge to love 

you... devote himself to you... and make him bend to your every desire in a 

matter of seconds. Is there anything worse than waiting and waiting when 

a guy doesn't text you back?  

  

You hit send… Then you keep checking your phone… And with each passing 

minute you feel more and more powerless. Maybe you even feel your 
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phone vibrate in your pocket. And pull it out just to see you were imagining 

things.  

  

All the while knowing it would take him literally 20 seconds to write you 

back. It's crazy making. But before you send him an angry text or give him 

some sort of ultimatum...  

  

It's a text you can send a man which virtually guarantees he'll respond right 

away. It works by using something called "Attention Hooks" included in the 

Text Chemistry Examples PDF.  

  

Which give him a feeling of overwhelming psychological tension… That 

only getting in touch with you will release. It's like an itch in his brain that 

only hearing back from you will scratch.  

  

So HE'S the one going crazy waiting to hear back from you, and not the 

other way around. The cool thing about Attention Hooks is…  

  

They're based on the same techniques screenwriters use to grab your 

attention and keep you watching their movies… Or to make you click 

"Watch Another Episode" again and again when you know you should just 

go to bed. When your man starts to pull away, the first thing to go isn't his 

attraction for you. It isn't his affection, and it isn't his love… It's his 

attention.   

  

Psychologists have discovered that the more a man thinks about you when 

you're not around… The more obsessed with you he becomes… And the 

deeper in love with you he feels. And when a man pulls away… And acts 

distant or doubtful about your relationship…  
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He's not thinking about you throughout the day as much as he used to… 

Causing his feelings to start to fade… And doubt to set in.   

  

That's why the key to restoring the balance in your relationship… Has 

nothing to do with being the best partner you can be...  

  

Or convincing him you're the one for him… And everything to do with 

making sure he's thinking about you when you're not around. My friend 

Amy North has a text that gets inside your man's mind.   

  

So he keeps thinking about you. And feels compelled to message you and 

check in with you throughout the day.   

  

By using some of the same psychological techniques of the Text Chemistry 

Examples PDF screenwriters use to draw your attention into their movie or 

make their TV shows insanely addictive.  

  

  

Click here to download Text Chemistry  

PDF Book & Program by Amy North  
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